GOVERNMENT OF INDIA (BHARAT SARKAR)
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS (RAIL MANTRALAYA)
(RAILWAY BOARD)

THE GENERAL MANAGERS
CENTRAL RAILWAY/MUMBAI
WESTERN RAILWAY/MUMBAI

FAX/POST COPY
ISSUED ON : 11.11.2017

NO. E(O)III-2017/TR/76(.
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS HAVE WITH THE
APPROVAL OF THE PRESIDENT DECIDED THAT:-

1. ORDERS CONTAINED AT ITEM NO 24 OF BOARD’S FAX MESSAGE OF
EVEN NUMBER DATED 10.11.2017, TRANSFERRING SHRI MAHESH
KUMAR(DOB:11.04.1968), SAG/IRSME/ CENTRAL RAILWAY TO WESTERN
RAILWAY AND POSTING HIM AS ADRM/AHMEDABAD SHOULD NOW BE
TREATED AS CANCELLED; AND

2. SHRI MAHESH KUMAR(DOB:09.01.1969), SAG/IRSME/CENTRAL RAILWAY,
SHOULD BE TRANSFERRED TO WESTERN RAILWAY AND POSTED AS
ADRM/AHMEDABAD, BY UTILIZING THE POST OF
CWE(FUR)/RCF(PC:12665)
DATE ON WHICH SHRI MAHESH KUMAR(DOB:09.01.1969)
RELINQUISHES/ASSUMES CHARGE MAY BE ADVISED(.)

RAILWAYS (.)

( N.VIJAYAKUMAR )
UNDER SECRETARY-II/E(O)III
RAILWAY BOARD

Copy to :-

1. PS/MR, PS/MOS(G), PS/MOS(S), EDPG/MR, EDPG/MOS(G) & EDPG/ MOS(S), OSD/MR
2. PSOs/Sr. PPSs/ PPSs to CRB, FC, MT, ME, MTR, MRS, MS, All DGs, Secretary, All AMs/PEDs,
JS(G), JS(E), JS(E)-II, JS, JS(C)/P, EDC, ED(E&R), EDE(GC), EDE(RRB), EDIP, ED(T&MPP),
Dir.(E), Dir.(D), DS(C)/CRB, DS(E), US(C), US(D&A), Vig.(C), Railway Board.
3. The Principal Directors of Audit, C & W Rlys
4. The PFAs, C & W
5. The DAI (Railways), R No. 224, Rail Bhavan, New Delhi
6. RBCC, for updating the website.
O. No. 27B/11